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Tijerina Excluded From Absentee Ballots
By SHANNON ROBINSON
Staff Writer
I!.eies Tijerina is not listed as
a gubernatorial candidate on the
absentee ballot now being mailed
to applicants by county clerks in
New Mexico.
Although voters can still writein Tijerina's name, he has been
officially removed from the absentee ballot. Secretary of State
Ernestine· Evans had not certified the candidacy of Tijerina and
nine other nominees representing
the People's Constitutional Party
and :for this reason she deleted
their names from the ballot.
Will Accept Witt's Advice
Before a federal court yesterday, Mrs. Evans stated that she
would accept the advice of Attorney General Boston Witt concerning the legal qualifications
o:f the PCP candidates.
Witt answered Mrs. Evans letter concerning the qualifications
of the candidates with an emphatic "No.'' without explanation,
Mrs. Evans said.
"All other parties submitted
certificates of their candidates'

qualifications, the PCP did not,"
Witt explained,
A spokesman from Mrs. Evans'
office said that Witt's statement
was not entirely true since the
Democratic and Republican parties were the only pa1ties to submit statements of their candidates' qualifications.
This statement applied w the
primary elections which determined the candidates' certifica.tions for the November 5 election.
The PCP, along with other
minor parties, was requested to
prove that Tijerina and other
PCP candidates were. duly nominated by the party.
Tijerina Ruled Ineligible
Upon investigation, Tijerina
was ruled unqualified as a gubernatorial candidate since he was
pronounced guilty of a :felony,
Witt said. He was found guilty
of detaining or impeding a federal officer in Echo Canyon Amphitheater.
Tijerina's lawYer, John Sutin,
asserted in a brief w the court
that under New Mexico law, Tijerina would have been found
guilty of a misdmeanor for his

actions in Echo Canyon.
Sutin also contended that Tijerina should be considered innocent until a decision on his
appeal is reached, Witt disagrees
on this point saying that once
a judgment of guilt has been
reached, the defendant is presumed guilty until proven otherwise.
Evil Intentio1llf
"The government had evil intentions of converting a civil ease
into a criminal case,'' Tijerina
said.
"I think elections are a public
question,'' Tijerina said, "Boston
Witt has no say over elections
since they fall within the public
rather than judicial rights. His
interpretation of the law represents that of a Democratic Party
machine," Tijerina said.
A hearing yesterday denied a

motion for a temporary restraining order holding back the mailing of absentee ballots that do not
include all of the PCP nominees
as qualified ca11didates,
Witt said that it would be difncult for a :;tate supreme court
ruling on the issue since absentee
ballots must be printed and in
the hands of the county clerks 15
days before Nov. 5. The supreme
court is expected to reach a final
decision Monday on whether the
PCP candidaw.s should be in•
eluded on the general election
ballot.
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This
Week

1. FIRE

Thursday, Oct. 17
Domes Club movie, Tl'•e Child :Molest<!r;
Union Faculty Lounge; 8 p.m.
Gmdua.te Committee; Union Room 263;
10 a.m.
A WS Executive Council; Union Room

~

410HarvardS.E.
Ca11247-4203
Other Times 242-9632
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2. HEY JUDE/Flip

3.
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5.
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10.

BY RICHARD L. SITTER
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MY SPECIAL ANGEL
GIDL WATCHER.
MIDNIGHT CONFESSlONS
THOSE WERE THE DAYS
QVERYOU
ELENORE
Ll=LE GREEN APPLES
WHITE ROOM

Artist
Art Brown
Beat!es

Record Co.
Atlantic

o·~ions

ABG

Vogu<!S

Gt'aSSroota
1llarY l!Gpldn

Union Ga:p

Turtles
0. C. Smith
Cream

Apple
Reprise

Dnnhill
Apple
Columbia
W. Whale
Columbia.
Atee

Last
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NATIONAL SOUND SURVEY-DAILY 315 P.M.
)

4201 Central N.E. 265·7410
6901 Lomas N.E, 268-6848

PICK HIT
I Love How You Love Me-Bobby Vinton-(Epic)

230; 6 :3{} p,m.

Society of Cinema: Union Room 171; 7
p.m..
Radical Rush; Union Room 118; 7 p.m.
Newman Student Organiza,.tion: Union
Room 231A; 7 p.m.
Vigilantes; Union Room 250C; 7:30p.m.
Dam"" Club; Uninn Room 129; 7:30 p.m.
NlllU Board; Union Room ~39; 7:30
p.m.
German Club Film; Thenter• 8 p,m.
Chess Club; Union Room 23iD; 8 p.m.
Ski Olub: Union Room 250D; 8 p ..m~
Student Gov't Community Action Party;
Uninn Room 253; 8. p.m.
UCD filma; EE-201; 6 :30-8 :30 p.m.

Want Ads
FOR SALE
1960 FORD GALAXIE, 4-door bru:dt.op,
v . .s. Automatic. transm.jgsion, ndio &
heater. $200. 1724 Lend SE, a£te, 4 and
on weekends.
1964 WHl'I'E MERCURY METEOR. Excellent rondition. power steering. brake.:J.
tmtll!tnission. Heater & radio. $500. Call
256-2219.
1968 MONTESSA SCORPION 250ce. Save
$260 on 900 mfie, like new Bike. p..,.
call 277-4744, evenings •ee at 261a Da-

kota NE, Avt. 5.

CORRALES WINESAP APPLES. Freshly
picked. Crisp and tangy. For eating,
cooking & freezing. Quality guaranteed.
Only $4 for a (0-pound box. Delivered
w the Unlveroity area. Call 898-Q450.
1966 SEARS MOTORCYC:LE 106 ce. 4.
cycle. Li1<e new. Gary .Tobni!On, 298-8623.
1965 vw Sedan. Excellent condition. can
277-5209, Dr. Fritz Kempter.
TWO STUDEN'l' NURSE'S UNIFORMS,
Complete. Size 12. Very good condition.
can 2·l1-ll170 after & p,lll.
FADED BLUE '55 Chevy, 4-door. V-8,
l!Mio, Heater. kldng $250. Come by
Lobo offu:e, don't call hk !J)r Bnrton.
1965 llUCATl 25Qce Mot.cn:cycle. Newly
painted metalic blue. Mmt go. $360 with
helfet, extra I!Pro<:ket. Call 268-3065.
1967 SUZUKI-150ec. One owner. $295.00.

can 255-1GM.

1967 GREEN TRIUMPll Spitfire. $1345.
Engine irt excellent sha:pe; 2>l m.p.g.. in
town.. Call299.9161,
HELP WANTED
PHOTOGRAPHERS-shoot for The Lobo.
Long hours, lousy lab worse equivment.
A challenge !or llnY man and $2 a picture. Make application 1.0 any Lobo
editor. Rm. 158, Student Pub wing o!
the J01I1'1l&liom Building (at Yale and
Central).

THIS CR'OSOE needs a girl Friday; "
personable, n""t and aecurate typist for
general office work. Mon.•Fri. 1 or :1
p.m.-6 p.m. Write resume c/o 'UNM
LOBO, P.O. Box 20, 0NM.
FRESHMEN AND WOMEN-and anyone
else who rer:t.l11 cares-you, can loin The
Lobo ss a tub reporter, work long houn;
fm: low, low pay, and eventutllly work
YOur' way up to a real position on the
Paper. Positions limited bY bnaglilation

~~~-~~==~~~~~------
MISCELLANEOUS

House Decorations

We'll teach you to
speak a foreign
·e
in thirteen weeks.
Free!
You name it, we've got it. The biggest selection in town. Urdu and Tagalog and Swahili and Hindi
and Quechua and Spanish and French and Portuguese. To list a few. All free for the learning. And
when we say learning we don't mean ordinary speak and listen and read le.1rning. ~o sir. When we
teach you a language we teach you to cook in it, teach in it, play basketball in it, build sanitation
facilities and farm cooperatives in it. We teach
you to climb mountain:; and span rivers in it.
to ba\·e patience and undcrst<mdin~ in it, to
do something importnnt in i~. to look at yourself and the world in it.
· We teach )'OU to make friends and gel
along with people in it. And \VC even supply the
friends and people. Yes sir. With e\·ery foreign
language you get, absolutely Cree, an invitatiorl to spend two years in a matching foreign
country.
So hurry! Hurry! Don't delay. It's the
chance of a lifetime. No catthes. No gimmicks.
Nothing to pay. You see, it's all part of a promotion for a product we're interested in pushing, Peace.
Write: The Peace Corps. Washingtort, D.C.
20525• •

WANTED: Portable tape recorder and
tapefl, for class lect.uri!S. Cheap ($) but

sturdy. Call 268·2139 eveninl!ll or come
by LOBO office• .T. Miloglav,
PLEASE belp Cesar Chavez and ml~ttant
workerS I Picket aupermark<>ts in Grape
Boycott;. Meet at Newman Center: Wed.
4.:30 PM; Sat. 11:30 AM.
WANTED: Prople interested in redueod
air fari!S to Woshin~tton, P.C. ror Chr!at..
111M. Group fare will be $166.00. Call
11Jar.y, ext. 2326, or 842-95112, a.ftel- 5:30
p.m. Remember there will be no stand·
by or student rates during Christnlos.
W AN'l'ED: Two boshel!l tor sorority
hou.se. Phone 242·9273.
THill PLEDGE CLASS of Phi Gamma Del·
t& ehaUeng-es atiy one w do .at!Ythhlg •t
any time.·
PERSONAL
2 GffiLS need third girl for roommate tor
nle<> house In Rldgl!erest. $51 ,. month.
Call 256-4351 or 247-2333.
llOA'RD AND ROOM
t WILL provide toom & 'boarcl !or an:r girl
willlng to help with oomo hou•ekcep!ng
& baby alttlrtg; for 2 school-age children.
266·1768 evenll)gll.

PUDttSilEil AS A PU8LIC SERVICE IN COOPERATI<)N
WITH THE 1\0VERTISII'IG COUNCil
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U.S. Emphasizes
Hanoi J-lindering.
Bombing Pause

Top Ten In
Albuquerque Today

855-4551

LQQK

PHOTOGRAPHY

Vol. 72

1580
1.

~

Sutin said that 800 of 4300 absentee ballots were not counted
in the primary election because
they were returned to their respective county clerks later than .
the legal deadline.
PCP candidates for president
and vice-president were also disqualified, Sutin said, because two
of the four PCP electors were
not certified. Sutin said he felt
that these electors should be re~
placed (as in the case when an
elector resigns or dies) rather
than disqualifying the candidates
they represent.

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity members work to complete their house
World's Greatest Show"-before judging of displays begms at 5:00 p.m. today. The theme for this year's Homecoming is Cinerama '68. The public tour of the 27 houses deocrated will
begin at 6:30 tonight. Cars should enter the campus from Girard.

decoratio~-"The

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Administration officials said Thursday Hanoi-not Saigon-was delaying agreement on a three-point
American plan which would permit President Johnson to halt all
bombing of North VietNam without increasing risk to allied forces.
The officials said, however, they
were optimistic that an agreement could be achieved in the near
future. Part of their optimism
apparently stems from the fact
that fot• the first time, the Soviet
Union has played a part in attempting to bring the two sides
closer together,
The sticking point, informed
sources said, was Hanoi's failure
so far to give quite as firm an
assurance as President Johnson
wanted that the Communists
would not try in any way to take
advantage of an end to all allied
air and naval attacks against the
North.
White House Silent
The White House and the state

With Campus Tour

Homecoming Activities Begin Tonight
It's Homecoming 1968 at UNM
and activities get underway tonight at 6:30 with a. tour of campus dormitories and sorority and
fraternity houses. Judging of the
27 displays will begin at 5 p.m.
Cars wi11 enter from Girard
and proceed through the campus
on a zig zag tour which should
take about one hour. UNM police
ltave asked that all cars parked
along the route be removed by 4
p.m. today.
Gaines Reigns
Mary Sue Gaines, who was
crowned queen Wednesday night
of the 44th annual Homecoming
will reign over the entire weekend's activities, which will revolve
around the theme of "Cinerama
'68.'' This year the classes of '58,
'43 and '18 are being honored.
Alumni may register until 6
p.m. today including the noon
hour and tomorrow between 8
a.m. and 11:30 a.m. The Alummobile will leave every half hour
from Johnson Gym parking Jot
for a tour of the campus.
While cars continue to move

along the house decorations route
students wili be screaming their
lungs out at the pep rally which
begins at 7: 30 p.m. The UNM
cheerleaders and chaparrals are
in charge of the rally, which will
feature two rock bands and the
UNM pep band, snake dances,
skits and plenty of noise.
The Group Axis, ATCO recording artists, will perform at the
Homecoming dance wnight following the pep raily. Tickets are
-1.50 per couple and $1 per person and can be purchased at the
Popejoy Hall ticket officE! or at the
door. Winners of the house decorations will be announced at the
danee.
Orchestra Series
The UNM Orchestra will begin
its series with a special concert in
honor of the alumni tonight at
8:15 in the Popejoy Concert Hall.
Kurt Frederick is conductor with
Mauricio Fuks, featured violin
soloist. Tickets are $1.50 general
admission and $1 children.
Saturday's activities get underway at 8 a.m. with the Golden

Photos of 1-furricane
Taken bY A S t ron aU t S
' SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON

1UPI)-The
Apollo 7 astronauts,
1
chipper .and confident near the end
of a week in space, got a ringside
seat on hurricane Gladys Thurs. day and geared up 1or a long firing o£ their big rocket engine.
Clicking photographs like tourists at the Grand Canyon and
jumping around their spacecraft
"like monkeys in a cage," Walter
Schirrn, Donn Eisele and Walt
Cunningham speed through the
seventh day o£ their 11-day dress
· rehearsal for a trip to the moon.
Thlil astronauts put on the fourth televised performance of the
"Lovely Apollo Room" show, a
series on which the ratings seemed to be slipping a bit, but cancel-

.
led a fifth scheduled f()r Friday
to Pr•epare :for the "burn."
The next scheduled show from
orbit will be at 7 :45 a.m. MDT
Saturday.
"A doozy," Commander Schirra
gasped as the spacecraft sailed
over Gladys' awe 8 0 m e eye,
sprawled off the western cost of
Florida and radiating squall Jines
for 250 miles.
"The hu:rricane was really
something to see. I haven't seen
arlything like that ever.''
The weather bureau said the
storm would probably push due
north into Florida, missing the At!antic Ocean recovery area where
Apollo 1 will splash down at 5:12
a.m. MDT Tuesday, if everything
follows script.

Alumni Breakfast in Room 230 of
the Union.
The Homecoming parade wiii
begin at 9:30 a.m. on Redondo
Drive in :front of Coronado Dorm
and proceed west on Central to
University and wind up on Mesa
Vista. Floats will be judged at the
reviewing stand near the beginning of the route.
Tours of new buildings and additions to the campus have been
planned for Saturday for returning alumni. Of special interest
are tours of two recently completed buildings, given a naw look to
the UNI\1: campus - the University College and Health Center
and the Engineering College's
Farris Center.
Alumni will attend a special
Lobo Chuckwagon dinner from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.tn. at the Arena
located west of University Stadium on University Boulevard.
A varied half-time sht>W including a close-order drill, a chariot
race and a marching display will
be featured at tomorrow afternoon's game at 1:30 against the

San Jose State Spartans.
The UNM marching band will
honor the Homecoming queen
with a march routine organizing
the musicians in a crown.
Concert at 8:15
The Sergio Mendes and Brasil
'66 concert will begin at 8:15 p.m.
in the UNM Arena. The famed
ensemble, who have been constant
record sellers since their association with Herb Alpert and his Tijuana Brass, will play for approximately two hours.
Tickets are still available at the
Popejoy Hall Ticket office for $6,
$5, $4 and $3 with a $1 discount
for UNM students. Tickets will
also be available at the door.
A special Alumni dance honoring the Class of 1958 will begin
at the Western Skies Mntor Hotel
at 9 p.m.
The Dixieland A1lstars will perform in the cafeteria and Jack
Shearing and his archestra will
play in the ballroom. Tickets are
$1.50 per couple and can be purchased at the Popejoy Hall ticket
office or at the door.

~2IS...~.a!~di~.~.•.~~.~;~:~

tion ()f the validity of ROTC on
campus erupted at a Radical Rush
meeting Thursday evening.
Chnirman Allen Cooper said,
"There are a lot of people who
question the validity of ROTC.''
R a wa1 R ush 15
' seekin g to 11 ave
ROTC removed from the campus
because "its sol7 y,ur~ose is to
teach people ~o k!ll, satd qooper.
He ~aid he ~Id not feel thts was
co~stst~nt Wt~h the purp?se of a
~ntversity 'Yhtch ?e says ts teachmg acad:nnc s~bJects,. •
Ctrculatmg Pebhon
Members of Radical Rush in
conjunction with Brown Berets,
a:re currently circulating a petition for the recall of the city commissioners beeause, states the petition 1 "We believe that the city
commissioners have violated their
duties as elect!!d offieials of the
people by the Commission'11 continned refusal to exercise its pow-

a·

police department which protects
the :rights and liberties of the
people."
They need 3,800 names on the
petition in order to bring a referendum before the people of AJbuq uerq ue·
Civilian Review Board
Another referendum was proposed to establish a civilian police
review board, also in conjunction
with the Brown Berets. They
want an 11-member board composed of one Negro, two Indians,
three "Chicanos" (Mexican and
Spanish Americans) and five
Anglos," said Tom Salazar, a
Radical Rush member.
Ron Bell, KUNM news director,
asked for people who have "had
trouble" with Albuquerque police
to appear on a proposed program
to be aired in the future. Bell
said he was not sure when the
program would be scheduled.

department continued to keep all
details of the proposals and negotiations secret. Officials obviously
were dismayed that news of the
Johnson plan had leaked out of
Saigon, where th United States
was discussing it with South Viet•
namese officials, before there had
been time to iron out all details
with Hanoi.
Reports from Paris said it was
Saigon that .was delaying the
agreement in part because of re~
sentment over U.S. willingness to
include the National Liberation
Front, the Viet Cong's political
arm, in expanded peace talks.
Hang-up in Hanoi
However, a canvass of representatives here of the allied forces
fighting in South Viet Nam with
the United States supported the
contention by U,S, officials that
the hang-up was in Hanoi.
Johnson is understood to have
offered to end all bombings of the
North on three conditions:
-Restoration of the demilitarized zone between North and
South Viet Nam, which is now being used by Hanoi as a base for
operations against the South.
-An end to all military attacks
against South Vietnamese cities
and terrorism within the towns. cc.,,
Saigon Must Confer
-Agreement that the Saigon
government, which Hanoi considers "puppets" of the United
States and pre'{iously has refused
to deal with, be admitted w fullfledged peace talks which are to
begin when the bombing stops.

Bar Association
Plans Reception
For Tomorrow
As part of a continuing effort
to maintain contact between present and :former law students, the
Student Bar Association (SBA)
will hold a reception for UNM
law school graduates Oct. 19 at
the Sundowner.
The SBA at UNM serves a dual
purpose hy sponsoring and coordinating professional, and social
activities of law students on campuS'.
In November delegates will be
sent to Wyoming to participate in
"moot" (simulated) court competition. A brief will be presented
by the delegates concerning the
legality of the Vietnamese war.
Contestants will argue their eases
in simulated Supreme Court procedure. UNM's opponents will be
the University of Arizona, ColO' u ...
rado University, and the University of Wyoming.
Forum speakers in local high
schools are frequently provided
by SBA. Recently the problem of
bankruptcy was discussed by law
students at Rio Grande High
School. Simulated court room procedure might be presented to stu·dents at Valley High School sometime during the year.
Newly elected officers of SBA
are Bob Young, president; Jim
Brandenburg, first vice-president;
Jim Wiseman, second vice-president; Elizabeth Love, secretary;
John Echohawk, treasurer; Camille Evans and Louis Marjon,
freJlhman class representatives.
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For HHH-A Stop-Wallace Strategy

Bema

value, but if bought separately,
what can you ~ay?), and I ask
rhetorically what do the people
do who buy these very breasts
and thighs?
I answer (rhetorically) they
eat them; yet, males throughout
Albuquerque are eating female
thighs and breasts. There is a
technical term in legal lingo
which expresses what eating
thighs is, but I am far too embarrassed to put" it in here.
Other investigators in my service have informed me that breast
and thigh sales are not limited
to my local supermarket but are
city-wide. This is certainly more
important (because it is so widespread) than a little hole-in-thewall bookstore on Yale Street.
Again, supermarkets are in discriminate; they sell to anybody,
regardless of age.
(3) I have been told that
throughout the maternity wards
of the city, babies are being born
every day (I have no proof, but
your fine investigators could
check this out). "Now what," you
might ask, "is wrong with having
babies, some of the best of us
arrived in this very manner," and
indeed your point is very well
taken.
But, I must respond in all hon•
esty and embarrassment, if we
look behind the birth to cause
and effect, what was the cause of
birth? I'll tell you. Nine months
before the birth, two people eng~ged in an act which appealed to
their prurient interests, which excited, stimulated, aroused them.
Can we permit acts to go on in
Albuquerque which are not even
permitted to be portrayed in
books and magazines? Certainly the very act itself is worse
than verbal descriptions or visual
portrayals of that act. (By the
way, how many of you, gentlemen, have children?)
(4) Finally, let us look into the
stalls of all the johns of the city.

Lobo Merit Badge
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Good Work Gentlemen

Bemi. io oigned gu@t editorial opinion, not necessarilY ~ellectlng the views of The Lobo.

By KEN POLLACK
Good work gentlemen of the
Albuquerque Vice and Intelligence Squad. We got Phil. Mayne
again. This will teach a Jesson
to that purveyor of pornography.
Evergreen, th~t filthy magazine,
no longer graces the shelves of
the Grasshopper and disgraces
our liberal city of Albuquerque.
Fine job, excellent! However,
let this not be the end, but rather the beginning: the beginning
of a campaign to get smut, filth,
and appeals to the prurient interest out of the decent city of Albuquerque.
Recently I have engaged in a
little undercover work on my own
on the very subject in question,
and was shocked to see how deep
in filth Albuquerque is. I hope the
following results of my labors
may become· germinating points
for your further concern.
(1) Many of the plumbing supply stores in Albuquerque presently sell cocks and nipples. The
other day when I called one of
these stores and asked (just p:u t
of my investigation, mind you) if
they had cocks for sale, not only
did the man at the other end of
the line ask me "what size ya'
want?", but he did not even ask
me my age. I cannot prove it, but
I suspect that this man sells cocks
and nipples to minors.
A good way to eptrap him
would be to send a sixteen year
old undercover agent into that
store (and all the other plumbing
supply-stores in Albuquerque) and
have him ask for a cock and a
nipple. If the sale is climaxed,
then you can arrest this :filthy
merchant on the spot.
(2) My local supermarket, in
the meat section, sells the breasts
and thighs of female fowl. You
can buy them separately if you
want, a pound of breasts or a
pound of thighs (if they were sold
with the rest of the bird they
would have redeeming social

What do we find there. Drawings
of lewd things, sayings of lewd
content, all intended to appeal to
the prurient interests of the sitter. It used to be that I was
unable to find a stall to sit in because of this ••. this •.. graffiti.
I would wander from stall to
stall just having my prurient interests appealed to wherever I
went, being unable to do that for
which I came. I hav'e solved the
problem though, and now immediately before entering a stall I
put on a blindfold. But the problem is not solved for those who
are not of as strong moral fibre
as your humble servant.
I would humbly suggest that a
police officer be stationed in every
stall in every john in the city;
this would serve two functions:
first, it would probably be a very
effective deterrent to potential
pornographers (especially young
ones: "don't help a good boy go
bad") and second it is the only
way to catch those who still are
unable to resist the temptation.
I have only made four points
here. But these are the results. of
the investigations of only one
concerned private citizen. I am
sure that further investigations
will reveal more and dirtier places
to stick your noses.
For instance, when a windowdresser is changing the clothing
on a female manikin, does he
draw a shade over the picture
window of the store or does he
let a crowd gather and get its
kicks?
Do Barbie dolls have real
breasts under the removable
clothing in which they come?
How many little boys in the city,
right now, are planning to steal
their sistllrs' Barbie dolls?
Phil Mayne is just chicken soup
next to these important problems
which daily threaten our city.
You have done good work so far,
but our job has just begun.

v.\.

Flaming Tribute

Sigma Chi fraternity of UNM will
present a flaming tribute to the
1968 Homecoming Saturday when
the fraternity Ughts the "U" on
the Sandia foothills east of Albuquerque. Shown loading cans for
oil are Sigma Chi members _Richard CUfton and Dave Martm.

New Engineering Building
Will Centralize Students

~.·

"Havin
chosen a candidate
who is un~illing to have his name
thus used the proposed electors
in this ca~e are disqualified unde;,
our law from being on the ballot.

The court of appeals dec1s10?
w_a~ a rev.ersal of an ~pp~~a~\~d
VISion ruhng last wee' w lC
ordered McCarthy's name kept on
the ballot.

THUNDERBIRD
Placitas
Presents
KELL ROBERTSON
Folk- country- blues
EVERY SATURDAY
TUESDAY SPECIAL: 6-8 P.M. ONLY
Y2 Gallon Draft Beer 65¢
You Must be 21 or over: We Check 10

COLUMBIA~
DIAMOND RINGS

~

I

\
We feature
exciting
. petites
for the
sophisticated
co-ed
Come by soon
we think you
will agree

A Little Bedtime Story
into a · cwdry store with his fiancee today
w~;~h:sJ~~n~~~:;c,~':nt and w~ding ring, he is simJ?IY following
;at~dition that ha~ evolved for thousands of yc~rs and ongnl:ally, g~vc
the lady no alternative in the :~attcr. The knowm; ca~c~:~·;:k~~~~:~
his. choi~cth' srhanpclyofd~:~~crgr~~ l~~~~;:~;~~~r ~~c: his shoulder for
wnsts Wl
P
t
way· he tied
h t • home When he felt he could trust her not o run a
,
.
~e~ {;~lie fing~r with the same m~tcrial and, after a time, grass nngs
became the symbol of the real rcstramcrs.
5
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6609 Menaul Blvd. N .E.
Across Menaul from Coronado Center
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STOCKIIOLM (UPI)-TM 1968
Nobel Prize for Literature was
awarded Thursday to Japane~e
author Yasunari Kawa~at:, citing his latest novel and Its wa~
ing against the turbulent ~men
canizirtg of postwar Japan.
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ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI)-Backers of Hubert H. Humphrey got a
big boost today when Eugene J.
McCarthy's name was ordered oil'
the New York presidential ballot.
But Richard M. Nixon was still a
slight :favorite to capture the
state's 43 electoral votes.
McCarthy had been put on the
ballot as the presidential candidate of the splinter Coalition Party. But thl;l state's higl1est court
ruled he cannot remain on the ballot against his wishes.
The Democrats and McCarthy,
represented by Arthur GoldbEJrg,
former U.S. Supreme Court J~S
tice had initiated the legal actwn
to take the Minnesota senator's
name off the ba1lot.
"In the present case, Senator
McCarthy unequivocally and formally notified the sec_r~tary of
state that, far from g1Vmg consent, he was 'declining any or f111
nominations which I may recmve
for the office .of candidate for
president or vice president," the
court's opinion read.

Photography

Namo:

~

McCarthy Off Ballot

wing of the new structure has
Increased research capabilities been designed and constructed for
;md closer contact with freshmen nuclear engineering research.
engif~eering students will be possible when the new College of Engineering building opens Dec. 15,
WANTED
says Dr. Richard Dove, dean of
MAlE SlUDENTS
the college.
"We have felt separated from
Part Time Employment
our new students,'' said Dove,
Open DailY 10·7
Sunday 12·7
"and we have regretted the .ne~es
10 lob openings $126 a week for 20
sity of having our begmmng
hours work If you meet our requl re·
classes taught at various locations
ments. Must be 20 or older and have
on the campus. Now all freshmen
transportation. Interviews will be held
engineering courses will be taught
In Albuquerque ond can be applied
on the third floor of the new st-rucfor by writing F. 0. Torres, 126
)!ichmond S.E. Suite 5 Albuquerque.
turll."
OLD TOWN- OFF THE PLAZA .
Three-Story Complex
87106. (Please include your phone
Di~7909 .
\
The dean noted that the new
number)
three- story comple:K will have
room for :faculty offices, study
areas classrooms, and laboratorle~. The complex is located ~n
the western perimeter of the ma1n
campus, near Hodgin ~all-Rqde;r
Theatre and the Electncal Engineering Building.
"We need more incoming stu- ·
dents," Dean Dove said. "?-'here
are many jobs open to engmeering graduates. Both in~ustry and
government are clamormg for engineers and opportuni.ties ar.e
great. All our graduatmg englCharacter Studies
ncers receive interesting and challenging jobs," Dove said.
The College of E~gi~eeri~g,
Dove noted, is redesignn~g .1ts
f-reshmen classes. The beg:mmng
by RICHARD L. SITTLER
class, a basic introduction to e~
410 Harvard Ave. S.E.
gineering, will introdu~e wor~ 1n
Office 247-4203 8 to 5, Residence 842-9632
creative design on a trtal basis.
commercial Fashion Legal - SUNCARDS Welcome
Challenge Creativity
.
"We would like," Dove e.xJ?lai!Ied, ''to challenge the creatiVItY m
the beginning engineer. We believe this will stimulate the new
student.''
The use of Farris Hall w!ll i~
crease activity and production 1~
all sectors of the College of EngJ.neering. Nuclear engineering, for
instance, will l).ave a great exp~n
sion potential, since a speCific

$10 VALUE FOR $9

t'
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In New York

By JAMES ARTHUR SMITH
WASHINGTON-There is a grim uneasiness here about
the Wallace bandwagon. The fact that the third party candi.~_..date is now being heckled is a small testimony to the enlarged seriousness which the Wallace bid is now being given.
Before, people had not bothered to heckle Wallace.
Meanwhile, Humphrey hecklers are dying down, and the
candidate should, ironically, be disturbed about the possible
significance. With each poll, Humphrey has lost a few points
and Wallace gained, to the point that there is serious concern here as to exactly who is the third party candidate
after all.
·
So, what Humphrey needs right now is to avert the humiliation that would come with losing to George Wallace, and
re-focus his campaign from Nixon to his closer opponent.
Humphrey has already made the largest concession he feels
is feasible to attract the dissident Democrats. If he can make
no more, then he should turn to Wallace and start working in
earnest on the defected blue-collar vote. While doing that, he
will also, in fad, be following up his appeal to the doves in
the one way which his own campaign staffers consider most
effective: scaring them at the Nixon-Wallace alternative.
Until now the principal strategy on the part of both
Humphrey and Nixon for neutralizing the Wallace appeal
has been to out-exalt law and order. A far more successful
tack would be to outdo each other in putting Wallace on the
defensive. Humphrey would come out ahead in this sitt.tation, because Nixon does, frankly, agree with Wallace. Then,
when Humphrey has put down Wallace in the face of the blue
collar vote which he has stolen from the Democrat, then he
has also put down Nixon.
Wallace's most vulnerable aspect is his record as governor
of Alabama. William Bradford Huie, writing in tlte July
issl.J.e of True Magazine, provides Humphrey's material:
"As governor," writes Huie, "Wallace raised the sales tax
on food to 6 per cent. . . . He further punished his poor
y.:··-""whites, as well as poor Negroes, by boosting the beer tax
and the tobacco tax, by doubling the cost of driver's licenses nmmmmmnnunmm:!llmmunmumnn:nmummrriiiEilltnillllnnl!lmr.rull!Dlnnm:lmnm:mmll11llmnnilllllllllllllmrnu:rJmmmmnamml!lnfinmm;lim:nmnmnnmmm;:nmnnmw.mm:mmmnr.::!lmmv.mrii'JIIIt!limnnm:mm:imll11lllmiiiiiUmmmm:J
and tripling the cost of auto tags. He prevented any increase
Nominations tor Lobo Merit Awards
in property or personal income taxes. He rammed through a
should be submitted to the tntnPU9 editor
no later tbnn Wodnmdny of the week It is
law which provides that corporate income taxes in Alabama
to be used. P!Oll!lc Include illwtrntion of
subje<:t.
can be raised only by constitutional amendment. He killed all
proposals for a minimum wage law, preserved the state's
rigid right-to-work (anti-union) law and made sure that
Alabama's workman's compensation law remains the most
unfavorable to labor in the United States. Alabama now has
the highest sales tax and the lowest property tax of any
state.... "
In a time when voters are flocking to a candidate on the
basis of fear and uncertainty, contrary to their material in- .
terests, the only effective counter is to revive those interests.
And citing the Humphrey record won't work the way citing
the Wallace record will.
Humphrey could also benefit from the judicious use of
some humor, which has always· been a successful part of
American electioneering. For example, it would have been
effective rhetorically for Humphrey to have speculated on
such trivia as possible running mates for Wallace, just to
loosen things up. (Nixon, unfortunately, is not in so good a
pos1tion to joke about another candidate's choice of running
ma.;e.)
Although it is a little late now, Humphrey might, for exLobo Photo by Rich Skdsl<nl
ample, have put forward Joe Pyne as an appropriate V.P.
The Lobo "Unselfishness' Merit Badge is being sent out to the enterprising faculty memselection for Wallace. He could cite Wallace's Tuesday speech
in Grand Rapids,.when Wallace must ha"Ve taken his script ber who has accumulated a mere 203 overdue books out of a possible 350,000 volumes in
right from Joe Pyne in stopping his hecklers. Some high- Zimmerman Library.
Though the library has refused to release the name of the "collector" to The Lobo, it is
lights: "The little boys' room is around the side.•.. If yawl
·are good now, you might be promoted to the second grade, still hoped that a colleague wiD bring him forward to accept this nationally coveted honor.
~:<~~ e~·'- . .'' and so on.
IIIIIIIURIUI«mlllllllllllllliiiiiUUIIUIIUil!UiiiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUnllllllllllll!lmiiTIII\IffiiiiJIIUIII«IIIIIIllllll\UIIIIIll!UIIUlUIIIIIIIIII\IIIIIIIIUIUIJIIIIIIUII\IIIIIIIIIflliiUilllllnlniHiniiiiiiii\UIIIIHIIIIIIHIIIIHIIII«RUIIIIIII!niiUIUJIInllllllllllniTIIniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIImlllnJIIUII
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At UNM Arena Oct. 19 8:15 PM

ASUNM Popular Entertainment and Homecommg omml ees .
.'
Tickets on sale at Student Activities Office next to Popejoy Hall Ticket Office 277-3411 & 3412
a.oo- 4.00-S.00-6.00
Student Discount $1.00
Send
Orders To S.U.B. C/o
Mendes
TOMORROW

"Tickets On Sale
Sat. After 12:00
At The Arena
277-2116
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Wallace Called 'Demagogue·
In ~dmund Muskie Speech
CillCAGO (UPI) - Sen. Edmund S. Muskie said Thursday
that George C. Wallace offers the
nation "Bayonets at Home and
bombs abroad" and Richard M.
Nixon "plays the same tune as
Wa-llace but in a different key.''
The democratic vice presidential candidate called Wallace a
"demagogue" who "could destroy
the very liberties and democratic
institutions which have made his
candidacy possible.
~-~ "Simply depriving him of the
presidency on Nov. 5 is not
enough," Muskie said. "He must
be defeated so soundly that his
type will never rise again.''
Swinging through a crowded

day of campaigning in the nation's second largest city, Muskie
told Democratic party precinct
captains that Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey has built a
record of creativity and compassion that "suggests his capacity
to lead our nation to peace."
Muskie's activities opened with
a loop parade that drew a rather
sparse turnout on State Street,
the city's main shopping thoroughfare, and somewhat larger
crowds on La Salle Street, the
financial district, on a cloudy,
gusty day.
"George Corley Wallace offers
the response of bayonets at home
and bombs abroad," Muskie told

College Money Need
Presses Capital Use
f
It

the party gathering.
Could Destroy Democracy
"He would have us build walls
between the haves and the havenota. And in the process of 'saving' America, he could destroy the
very liberties and democratic institutions which have made his
candidacy possible."
Nixon -offered another response,
Muskie said.
"It is not a direct appeal to
man's worst instincts. It is rather a muted, indirect approach
playing the same tune as Wallace
but in a different key.
"It is the approach of a man
who says he is against the spread
of nuclear weapons but won't
support a treaty that would do
just that.
Wallace Approach Criticized
"It is the approach of a man
who says .he's no racist--then
praises, supports and caters to
men like Strom Thurmond and
Max Rafferty. It is the approach
of a man who says there is no
connection between poverty -and
crime, who emphasizes the police
club as the answer to our social
problems."
Muskie described Nixon as "a
man who has so little confidence
in himself that he's afraid to debate his opponent."
Muskie said Humphrey for
more than 20 years has been "in
the forefront of the fight for justice at home and peace abroad.'

NEW YORK (UPI)-Pressed from tax supported student aid
by a growing need for money, funds, and public grants.
The public institutions, of
many college financial administrator are grappling with a familiar course, live directly off the taxbusiness problem - should they payers.
Some universities' greatest
dip into capital to pay operating
wealth is land, held inviolate for
expenses?
If it were a matter of dipping generations. Columbia is the secinto endowment capital made up ond biggest landholder in New
largely of bonds, the answer of York City after Trinity Parish.
course, would be a horrified "No!" Stanford's San Francisco area
But universities and colleges to- ]and holdings are fabulous in
day have from 40 to 80 per cent value.
of their endowment funds in common stocks so the growth of the lliL'llUllli111JilliiiUIJJIJJUiillllUifillliJUIUflliliiEIUI!IIlliiiiTUIIlllllnlllllllllllin:llllllllliiUIIIIIIIIII!lllllillnlllllilliliiii:U!ffiiiTI!IITIIIIIIIIIIIIUifilllliTII!llllliTIII:IIllllfll!lllllllll'lll111illllll
American economy has produced
Annollncements by
capital gains which, in the case
the UNM commun.
of the universities are not taxable.
icy will be accepted
at The Lobo office.
Up to now, the campus financial
A 24-hour deadline
administrators generally have all
is in eff..,t.
capital gains pile up as additions
Saturday, Oct. 19
Friday, Oct. 18
to endowment.
Nursing coffee,. Union Room 129, 10 to
Graduate nnd undergrndunte students of
11 :30 a.m.
•
l ti
Justified in Spending
Political Seience Dept. meet; 1:30 p.m.
Federal Serv1ee Entrance Exnm na on;
Homecoming.
1201
Mountain
Rd.
NE;
8:30
a.m.
Now, however, the argument is
Friday night dance; Union ballroom;
Homecoming.
being advanced that, just as com- 8:00
Lobo football: San Jose State: Univerp.m.
sity Stadium: 1 :30 p.m.
mercial corporations sometimes
Homecoming bouse dccorntion tonr..
Concert; University Arena; 8:16 :P.m.
ot Fine Arts Lecture; "The Effect
use capital gains to distribute of College
the Invention of the Motion Pictures- on
Sunday, Oct. 20
----them as extra profits to share- Painting•• by -Gordon Hendricks: Fine Arts
Philosophy Clob discusnion. "Che GueHall; 3: 30 p.m.
vara: Revolution/Hum.nnism.'' by Nckon
holders, so the university is justi- Recital
UNM orcllmtTa concert sponsored by
Valdes: Union Room; '1:30 p.m.
fied in using some of its capital UNM Coll<ge of Fine Arts, Popejoy Con·
Zimmerman Library Motorcycle and
Timing Association meeting, Union 5 p.m.
gains on securities to meeting cert HalL 8:15 p.m.
pressing expenses.
Yale has done so on a small
scale. But some of the institutions
that have the biggest capital gains
(such as the University of Rochester with its Xerox Corp. holdings} have opposed the whole
idea.
Perhaps the most striking feature of uniVersity financial oper~
ations today is that the college
authorities are actively seeking
capital gains even to the extent
of turning their endowment management over to private enter
prise managers.
The endowment funds of American universities are huge but, because of conservative policies,
their combined annual earnings
New standOUT
are estimated at less than $500
pocket-model
million a year and the yield varreference marker
ies from 3 to 5.2 per cent on the
by Eberhard Faber
average.
Cost Mushroomed
makes words, titles,
However, the cost of education
numbers, and main
has gone up so dramatically that
points stand out. In
endowment income now barely
textbooks, reports,
covers 5 per cent of operating
maps-on
any kind
expenses. The private colleges depend on tuition and fees, a por~
of paper.
tion of which come ultimately

90 Win rock Center
Shop Friday til 9 p.m.
Shop Sunday 10 til 5

$100 off!
125cc mojave cycle
e

Reg. $3991 Made by Benelli
• 4-speed toe-shift transmission
e Built-in agility, highway power
e Amazingly thrifty- 199 MPG
Ask About Wards Youn Adult Credit Plan!

Calling U

,,
,/

" ,

Varsity Beauty
Solon

At your college
bookstore.

Welcome UNM Staff Personal,
Professors Families, and Students to Your Nearest Good
Beauty Salon to Get All Your
Beaoty Services.

111 Harvard S.E.

242-1337

standOUT 49~
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'Button Game' Prompts U nderst:anding

'fhe Button Game, an experi~
ment designed to force students
into contact with the effects of racial discrimination, has met with
varied opinions and reactions
from its student participants.
Designed by Gilbert W. Merkx
for use in his Race and Cultural
Relations class, students were divided into two groups, one group
-wearing black buttons and the
other wearing white buttons.
Ru1es of the game were designed so that black button people
would be discriminated against.
At the end of the first week of the
game a trial, known as the "Administration of Justice," was conducted. The two g-roups then exchanged buttons and roles.
Really Worthwhile
Commenting on the game, stu~
dent Kathy Criswell said that it
was "really worthwhile." As a
member of the Black Button
group she said she felt "apart
from other groups.'' As a result
of her experiences as a Black But~
ton, she said she could see how
riots started and how people became involved.
She felt that she gained insight
into social problems by participating in the game but added, "It
would have been more effective if
the whole campus hao been involved in the game.''
In contrast, Judy White said
that she "did not get much out of
the game but attributed this to
the small number of game participants. Recalling her experiences
as a Black Button she said that
when the Black Buttons united
and became the Black Nationalists, the movement was guided by
a small number of leaders. She

NEW YORK (UPI) - Mrs.
John F. Kennedy, 39, will marry
divorced Greek shipping tycoon
Aristotle Onassis, 62, within the
next few weeks, her mother announced Thursday. Mrs. Kennedy
and her children flew to Greece
Thursday night.
The announcement was made by
Mrs. Kennedy's mother, Mrs.
Hugh D. Auchincloss of Washington, through the former first
lady's secretary, Nancy Tuckerman. Miss Tuckerman said she
thought the wedding would take
place within the week but she said
she did not know where.
The announcement came as a
surprise to some of the Kennedy

compared this to the racial situation today where a "relatively
small number of men are spearheading the movement.''
Few Participants
Although he thought it was basically a good idea, John Ringleb
said that he did not get out of the
game what he thought he would.
He added that it was due mainly
to the small number of participants. He said that as a Black
Button he was "discriminated
against only in the classroom.''
Lynn Robbins said it was useful to judge the game in terms. of
the effectiveness of making blacks
and whites (Black and White
Buttons) more aware of each others' positions. She added that the
white "Black" Button had "not
been subjected to childhood indoctrination and could therefore understand only slightly' what it
means to be black.''
From her experiences as a
Black Button, and from having
the White Buttons make a complete mockery of justice, she said
that she could now understand the
motives of black militants and
black power advocates.
Group Relations
Manny Wright termed the
game as an example of "how
groups relate to each other.'' He
said that the game compelled students to function in a situation
where they had to provide their
own leadership because Professor
Merkx refused to guide the game.
Wright added that the game
made people think about discrimination and that some people realized they had been guilty of discriminating a g a ins t minority
groups.

familie's closest friends. Onassis
has been a friend of the family
for many years and he has played
host to Mrs. Kennedy, on his palatial yacht in the Mediterranean,
but their relationship until just
recently seemed no more than
friendly.
Mrs. Kennedy was first entertained aboard Onassis' 325-foot
yacht, Christina, on a Mediterranean cruise while she was still
first lady. Onassis, who is among
the world's 20 richest men, was
the first person outside the family
to visit her at the White House
after her return from Dallas with
her assassinated husband's body
in 1963.

He said that emotion ran high
in the classroom, Commenting on
the Administration of Justice, he
said that civilized college students

Tour of Russia
And Asian Cities
Set For Holiday
A 14-day tour is open to students for the New Year holiday
in the Russian cities of Moscow,
Leningrad, Tash..l{ent in Central
Asia, and the 2500-year-old city
of Samarkand.
The escorted tour will leave
New York Dec. 19, 1968 and
return Jan. 2, 1969. The capital
of Georgia in the Southern Caucacus, Tbilisi, may be substituted
for Leningrad en request.
The Moscow Winter Art Festival will coincide with the tour and
five performances will be included, including the Bolshoi in Moscow and the Kirov in Leningrad.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

held mock trials and found out
that they were a farce,
Laws Not Objective
He added, 'The trials often ended in chaos and confusion because
they were weighted against the
Black Buttons." He also said that
in using the law to discriminate
against Black Buttons, many students learned that the laws were
not objective.
Professor Merkx said that the
game created a situation where
students had to adjust to lines
that were not normal to a class-

room situation. Terming the experiment "most successful,'' he
said it caused people to think or
rethink things they had not
thought of before. He said that
much insight was generated.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

Department of the Interior
Bureau of Mines Helium Activity
Amarillo, Texas

-

Interview for Chemical, Mechanical, and Petroleum
Engineers; Chemists, and Physicists
Graduating Seniors or Summer Employment

Tuesday, October 22, 1968
Sign up at Placement Center
Equal Opportunity Employer

Looking for a parking place?
Walking after you 1ve found one?

TAKE

THE
From Coast to Coeist
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

Fidelity Onion Life

Albuquerque Transit Buses cover all parts of the City and
will let you off at several points on Central between
Girard and University. The MEDICAL ARTS route actually cuts across campus; Roma to University to Lomas to
Stanford.
PATRONIZE THE ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT SYSTEM

OFFICE LOUNGE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
1l a.m.-12 p.m.

MONDAY-THURSDAY
11 a.m.-10 p.m.

~-u"""":..rn"' 4418 CENTRAL A VEN""LlE, S.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
TELEPHONE 268·5261

HAMBURGER (U.S.) •••

•

• • •

.60

BLUEBURGER (French)

• • • •

.70

PEPPERBURGER (Amor Latino) .70

Warm up and go-go
TROLL COAT ... it's rugged, brawny, yet

Won't show through
paper, either.
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Mrs. Kennedy t:o Marry

INSTANT
EMPHASIZER

Pocket-size standOUT
goes with you, marks
the important stuff
in either bright
transparent yellow or
pink for easy reference.

Friday, October 18, 1968

ve.r,y casual, this" snappy" wool melton
"warm-up" coat tops them all • •. it's unbeatable/
Has attached hood, roomy sad(!Je pockets with
double snap flaps. Warm, comfortable
8hearlinA pile Jinin!l zips out J'or months
of ez.tra wear.
$00.00

Ja1ttr$on-Jlltlltr 1!lit
Finer Men'a Wear

3124 CENTRAL AVENUE S.E.

• 1.00

CORNED BEEF (Kosher)

•

HAM-SMOKED (Polish)

. . . .1.00

• •

SWISS BOY (Swiss) . . . • . • • 1.10

HAMDINGER (Austria)

•

• • •

.1.10

5-0z. U.S. Choice
CLUB STEAK (American) • • . • 1.75
8-0z. U.S. Choice
CLUB STEAK (American) • • • • 3.20
All Prices Include Tax.
Join Harry at the Plano Bar Night£y
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YOUR HOST--CARL PIRCHNER
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SHIPWRECKED SAILOR FROM LISLE
SWAM ASHORE TO A TROPICAL ISLE
BUT HE GATHERED HIS WITS
AND SALVAGED SOME SCHLITZ
SO HE WON'T SEND FOR HELP FOR AWHILE+
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Lobos Will
By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
Okay, so the Lobos have lost
their first five games and are expected by many to lose to San
Jose State this weekend and extend their winless streak to fifteen games.
From any outlook lilte this,
head coach Rudy Feldman has
his work cut out for him if he
expects to win this weekend.
But careful observers of football know that this weekend
should be different in Loboland
because of Homecoming, and more
important the Lobos are hungry
for a win after being eaten raw
by opponents in their last five
games.
Lobos Can Play
After last week's game with
Utah, the Lobos showed that they
could play football-the way it
should be played. For the first
29% minutes of the first half at
Salt Lake the Lobos matched the
Redskins yard for yard.
But as the seconds drained
away in the half, the Lobos suddenly fell to mental errors which

Q~ami
HOUSE OF HAlLMARK
OFFERS
The Largest Selection of
Hallmark Cards
Halloween & Party Items
Wedding Invitations
and All Paper Goods
Expert Monogramming
Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums in For 1968
3501 Lomas N.E.
255-4989

UNM's
ONE STOP
PARTY SHOP

,J
i;j

,:.;!

Keg Beer
All Brands

Ice

''

Save on Econ
Self-Service Gas

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

1417 COAL AVENUE, s_E,

Pueblo, Sigma Chi Triumph

Win Homecoming Struggle

cost them the game and a chance
to gain their confidence,
But this Saturday in the friendly confines of University stadi1,1m
the Lobos will pit all their anxieties into their pads and beat San
Jose State by at least two touchdowns.
Five Garnes To Go
The mental errors are now in
the past and the coaches have
worked the players' butts off for
another week and things should
be ready when the official blows
his whistle for the 1:30 p.m. kickoff Saturday afternoon.
The Spartans have been forced
to juggle their lineup because of
numerous injuries leaving key
personnel on the sidelines. The
Spartans have had two weeks to
prepare for the Lobos but since
that 46-0 loss to California two
Saturdays ago, two players have
been lost for the season.
Two Players Lost
Linebacker Bill Vasquez suffered torn ligaments in his left
knee and All-America candidate
Al Saunders suffered a head injury a week before the Cal game
and was ruled out for the remainder of the season.
During the week of the Cal
game the Spartans lost the services of tailback Walt Shockly who
suffered torn ligaments in his
right knee in the win over San
Jose State.
San Jose State comes into the
contest with a 1-2 record with a
25-21 win over Fresno State and
two smashing losses to northern
California
powers
California
(46-0) and Stanford (68-20).
Don Perkins Starts
San Jose quarterback Harry
Anderson has named Don Perkins,
a junior from Piedmont, Calif., to
start at the signal calling position. This will be Perkins' collegiate debut as a starting quarterback and things should be tough
for the boy.
Football coach Rudy Feldman
knows that last year the Spartans
wallopped the Lobos 52-14 and
respects the power in the San
Jose camp.
"They have greater depth and
better personnel," he said. They
defeated New Mexico quite handily a year ago and they're confident they can do it again," he
added.
Fourth Period Deficit
All season the Lobos have had
the disadvantage going into the
final period because of high scoring action on the part of their opponents. The psychological letdown is only natural because they

knew they were beaten when the
final 15 minutes of play began.
"Hopefully we can go into the
fourth quarter even," Feldman
said. "We haven't been able to do
it yet this year.'' he added.
The Lobos showed in the Utah
game what good gang tackling
can do when an opposing,ball-carrier gets loose with the ball. The
Lobos' only problem last Saturday was that they tried too hard
and consequently made important
mistakes at the wrong time.
UNM Has Same Lineup
UNM is expected to stay with
the starting teams that saw action against the Redskins last
Saturday. Beitler will be at quarterback with Bookert at tailback.
John Pautsch will man the fullback spot and sophomore Sam
Scarber will be at wingback.
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Manufacturing
Jewelers

3122 CENTRAL. AVE., S,E.

255-3090

On the line, Zach Thomas and
Bob Fowler will be at ends, with
Barry Steele and Julius Kozol at
tackles. Ron Meyer and Greg Sargovetz will be at guards and Mike
Rucks will be over the ball at
center.
Lobo DefensQ Named
The defensive alignment will
have Dave Harris and Dan Silver
at the ends, Woody Jones and

There will be a homecoming
pep rally tonight at 7:30 p.m. on
the mall. Everyone is requested
to attend.
There will be three bands: The
Blue Grass, the Rotten Apples
and the ever popular UNM Pep
Band, providing the live and lively entertainment.
The Chaparrals, cheerleaders
and other groups will be doing

and The Cultural Program Committee

robert t. gaus presents

les

first time in america

seurs
africa
ins
l'ensemble national du mali
sensational!
exoticI
nativeI
dancers,
acrobats,
smgers,
musicians
direct from
triumphant
european tour!

HOMECOMING
SPECIAL
All Day-All Night
Friday-Saturday-Sunday
October 18, 19,20

15c

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21-8:15 P.M.
ADM.-5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
UNM Students with Activity Cards
Y2 PRICE
•
TEL. 277-3121

Give A Damn
About Human Man

skits and everyone can do it.
Phil Chase will M.C. the event,
which will feature a light 'Show
with many fancy lights.
The rally will be covered by
TV and radio, so come and get on
the tube.
As an added attraction, the
HELL CATS will be there by
special request.
Don't miss it if you can.
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AN
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Meet The Chaparrals
Starting this Friday and every
Friday for the next 14 weeks The
Lobo will run a picture and story
introducing the Chaparrals, the
UNM all-girl spirit group.
This week blonde-haired Carla
Dunlap, the head Chaparral, is
featured. Carla, a graduate of Albuquerque's Rio Grande High
School, took over a few weeks ago
when Janice Jensen, the former
head, resigned.
Carla is a junior and is majoring in physical education and
minoring in biology.
Some of her activities include
house manager for Alpha Chi Omega sorority, sweetheart of AI-

Author To Give
Forum lecture
The UNM Newman Forum's
1968-69 lecture series will present

the best-selling author and play~
wright Robert Ardrey Friday,
Oct. 25, at 8 p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
After a trip to Africa, Ardrey
used his experiences to write
"African Genesis" and "Territorial Imperative."
He is now finishing "The Social
Contract," which will be published
in 1970.

pha Tau Omega fraternity, freshman orientation leader, and a
member of the Little Sisters of
the Maltese Cross.
Sports and horses are her two
favorite interests.
Last summer she went to Redlands, Calif. for a pom-pom clinic
with Janice Jensen. They won four
first place and one second place
award in the daily competition.
The duo also brought the overall
small division first place trophy
and spirit stick awards to UNM.
The Chaparrals are a group of
ladies, who are at times taken for
granted . by the student body.
Long hours of practice go into
their routines, and we want them
to know we appreciate their
efforts.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

DICK
DffiBIE REYNOlDS
JASON ROBARDS·JEAN SIMMONS
VAN JOHNSON

Di1~.ree

ENGlish

~·le

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY OCT. 23 &24

SEE IT WITH
SOMEoNE
YOU LOVE!
...............

":'o'·'<r io'' ~0''~·a''~?'a'··.to'·'~·a··~;;-;J.:,~;O'"•.,;~<,

Advance tickets available at SUNSHINE
' · . ....,- .u-. THEATRE AND RHODES CORONADO or
Phone CENTRAL TICKET AGENCY 2431703. Matinee 2 P.M., ADULTS $1.50,
.;n~-A-;ri1·Q::(),~Q: Q::Q :n,;Q _ STUDENTS $1.00. EVENING B P.M.
-~.;. ;,l:~ 1"1"'"~,.,.~~- ;.,...-~;.. 1 .- -.., ......"1'"'$.. ;,1 ,~..., ADULTS $2.00, STUDENTS $T .50.

S.U.B. Theatre
Sat. 7 & 10
Sun.6&9
.D. ll<>quircd

OKIE JOE'S
HOMECOMING SPECIALS
Available

~ KEGS
I

Now you
~A~ ENjoy

l'i1aer1ea•

The greatest Othello ever by
the greatest actor of our time~
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At All Times

KEGS
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Old Crow
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Cutty Sark Scotch

FOR ALL YOUNG LOVERS WHEREVER YOU ARE! (

The motion picture to see again and again ... see it with someone you love.

•

•

•

•

•

$3.99 fth.

•

•

•

•

•

$6.99 fth.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Johnny Walker Red
Pearl Draft .
Koslov Vodka

48c ayard

string intact with its win and now
stands 6-0 in Dorm League I action.
Independent League teams will
be the only ones seeing action this
afternoon. At 3:45 on field 3 it
will be Alpha Phi Omega vs.
NESEP; field 4, Law School vs.
Baptist Student Center; field 5,
Mother Carey''S Chicks vs. Navy
ROTC.

-.;

ITIN

Cotton Solids

on the heels of the Sigs with a
tough 13-12 overtime win IJVer
the Fijis, leaving their record at
7-1. Alpha Tau Omega downed
Sigma Phi Epsilon 12-0; the PhiDelta whipped Kappa Alpha 13-0;
Lambda Chi Alpha squeezed by
Alpha Kappa Lambda 2-0; Moss.
man thumped Comancl1ero 14-0;
Pueblo won a forfeit over Aztec;
and Mendoza scooted past Toltec
12-0, to round out the schedule.
Mendoza kept its undefeated

Spirit Rally Set Tonight

HENRYS

1916 Central SE

BULLETIN Pueblo upset
Mendoza by a score of 19-7 in
early Thursday intramural action,
and Pueblo moved into a threeway tie for first place in Dorm
League I.
Sigma Chi continued its drive
for the fraternity league title by
skunking Phi Sigma Kappa 33-0,
in Tuesday afternoon Intramural
grid action. The win left the Sigs
at 8-0 for the season.
In other action, the Pikes kept

Don Silver at the tackles. At middle guard will be Jerry Buckner,
Scotty Oliver and Gary Knowles
will start at the linebackers with
the secondary made up of Joe
Presente, Willie Shaw, Tim Lewi.s
and Ace Hendricks. Dan Silver
was nominated for WAC defensive player of the•week after the
Utah game. He had three assisted
and three unassisted tackles plus
three pass deflections.

Diamond, Watches, and Jewelry
Complete service and repairs on
all jewelry and watche•

SUPER
SHAKES
FISH
SAN
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•

$ .86 sixpack
•

$3.99 qt.

THUNDERBIRD
WELCOME TO

100% cotton-washable-for
many uses

English Department
Student Publications

BElLAsHess
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ANd AWoMAN
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ACADEMY
AWARDS
WINNI.eR
·TONIGHT

.'7:30 9:30

DEPARTMENT STORE

OKIE JOE'S
.Discount Liquors
1720 Ce!oltral S.E..

Contribution Dead Line: November 1
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At NROTCDrill

Students Asked to 'Watch'
By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Staff Writer
A leaflet inviting students to
participate in a Naval Reserve
Officer Training Co1•ps (NROTC)
"watch" was distributed from a
table on the mall Wednesday.
The leaflet appealed to students
"who are tired of the ROTC as a

Want Ads
FOR SALE
1960 FORD GALAXlE, 4-door hardtop,
V -8. Automatic transmission, radio &
heater. '200. 1724 Lead SE, after 4 and
on weekends.
1964 WHITE MERCURY METEOR. Excellerit condition, power steering. brakes,
transmission. Heater & radio. $500. Call
256-2219.
1968 lliONTESSA SCORPION 250cc. Save
$250 on 900 mile, like new Bike. Days
call 277-4744, evenings sec at 2613 Da·
kota NE, Apt. 5.
CORRALES WlNESAP APPLES. Freshly
Picked. Crisp and tangy. For eating.
cooking & freezing. Quality guaranteed.
Only $4 for a. 40-pound box. Delivered
to the University area. Call 898..()450.
1966 SEARS MOTORCYCLE 106 cc. 4
cycle. Like new.. Gazy Johnson, 298-8623.
1965 VW Sedan. Excellent condition. Call
277-5209, Dr. Fritz Kempter.
TWO STUDENT NURSE'S UNIFORMS,
Complete. Size 12. Very good condition.
Call 247-9170 after 6 p.m.
FADED BLUE '66 CheVY, 4-door. V-8,
Radio, Heater. Asking $250. Come b:r
Lobo office, don't caJJ. Ask for Burton.
1966 DUCATI 250ce Motorcycle. Newly
painted metalie blue. Must go. $360 with
hclfet, extrn sprocket. Call 268-3065.
1967 SUZUKI-150cc. One owner. $295.00.
Call 265-1635.
1967 GREEN TRIUMPH Spitfire. $1345.
Engine in excellent shape; 24 m.p.g. in
town. Call 299-9161.
HELP WANTED
PHOTOGRAPHERB-<!hoot for The Lobo.
Long hours, lousy Jab worse equipment.
A challenge for any man and $2 a picture. Make aoplication to any Lobo
editor. Rm. 168, Stndent Pub wing of
the Journn.lism Building (at Yale nnd
Central).
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THIS CRUSOE needs a girl Friday; a
personable. neat and a.ccorate typist for
general office work. Mon.-Fri. 1 or 2
p.m.-5 p.m. Write resnmc c/o UNM
LOBO, P.O. 'Box 20, UNM.
· FRESHMEN AND WOMEN-and anyone
else who really ea~ou .ean join The
Lobo as a cub rcvorter. work Jong hours
.tor low. low pay,. and eventually work
)'UUl' way up to a real position on the
paver. Positions limited by imagination
only.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Portable tape rceorder and
tapes, for class lectnrcs. Cheap ($) .but
stnrdy. Call 268-2139 evenings or come
hy LOBO office. J. MIJoglav.
PLEASE help Cesar Chave:: and mlnant
workers I Picket llliPermarkets in Grape
'Boycott. Meet at Newman Center; Wed.
4:30 PM; Sat. 11:30 AliL
WANTED: People interested in redueed
a1r !arcs to Washington, D.C. for Chr!stliWI. Group !are will be $166.00. Call
Mary, ext. 2326, or &42-9502, after 5:30
p.m. Reml!mber there ..,m be no standby or otndent rates during Christmas.
WANTED: Two hashem for sorority
hoU!Ie. Phone 242-9273.
THE PLEDGE CLASS of Phi Gamn121. Del·
ta challeng.,. any one ·tQ dCI anything at
an,. time.PERSON'AL
2 GmLS need third ,Prl !or roommate for
nice hoUSe in Ridgetr'est. $51 a month.
Call265-4351 or 247-2333.
-=c::.:;:....::B:::O~ARD ·AND ROOM::;---1 WILL provide room & oo"ard fat" any girl
willing to help with some housekeeping
& bahy sitting for 2 school-age children.
!'Fit'-1758 evenings.

constant visible and audible reminder of the horrible thing in
VietNam, or those that think the
military and the campus are a
bad combination," to congregate
near Zimmerman field Tuesday
(Oct. 22), "and watch with us."
The paper was in reference to
last Tuesday's incident on Zimmerman field, directly west of the
Union, during the NROTC's weekly parade and review drill. A
UNM student, Allen Cooper, was
removed from the field by campus
police at the request of ROTC
officials who felt he was interfering with the drill session.
Against Militarism
Several people gathered around
Cooper and supported his refusal
to show identification to the police. The handout at the mall table
was an appeal for students to
participate against militarism on
campus.
The table was manned and
sponsored by a small group of independent students who were trying to collect signatures on a petition recalling five Albuquerque
city commissioners.
The petition read in part: "we
believe that the city commissioners have violated their duties as
elected officials of the people by
the commission's continued refusal to exercise its powers to
guarantee an Albuquerque Police
Department that protects the
rights and liberty of the people."
Civilian Review Board
One of the students at the
table, who asked not to be identified, said the object of the petition was to establish a review
board independent of the Albuquerque Police Department. He
said that civilian complaints against the police are now handled
within the department itself, and
that ''police are reluctant to punish their fellow officers.''
The student said be hopped the
recall petition would result in the
establishment of an elected civilian review board to handle complaints from citizens against the
police.
This board would be responsible for reviewing complaints, he
said and "would have the power
to mete out any punishment it
deemed necessary to punish officers who had not protected the
rights and liberties of the people.''
About 1000 of the 3800 signatures necessary to recall the commission have been collected.
Change Educational System
Also available at the table was
a leaflet advocating widespread
change in present educational
systems, a sheet compiling next
week's activities for Radical
Rush, and "underground" news-

papers from around the country.
Among the papers were the
Peace and Freedom News from
Berkeley, Calif., the San Francisco Express Times, and a copy of
Gramma, a Havana, Cuba, newspaper .which claims to be "an
organ of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of Cuba."
Although the students at the
table denied affiliation with any
specific group, one said he was a
participant in Radical Rush. Allen Cooper, the student whose
presence incurred the displeasure of NROTC officials, was also
seen at the table from time to
time.
KQEO Voting Van
The KQEO voting van was also
on campus Wednesday, sponsored
by radio station KQEO and the
League of Women Voters. At
about 3 p.m. about 100 UNM
students had voted.
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or shopping? Eat at

.

Ralph Richardson, Alec
Clunes, Cedric Hardwicke,

S.U.B. THEATRE
FFRIDAY 7 & JO 50¢

OPEN '24 HOURS
105 Central N.W. W-8626
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"Missing" Lobos

UNM photo by Pete Kendall

LobG defensive back Joe Presente misses a
try for a first half interception of a Don Perkins
pass. Coming in from rear is Ace Hendricks
(47).

NEW

John Gielgucl, Claire Bloom,

Laurence Naismith

Football "Float"

,I

With a Great Cast

Downtown for .. , _

by Dab Lager

One of the three floats fe~Ltu'red in UNM's
homecoming parade this past weekend was a
cement truck, transformed into a giant replica
of a foGtball. The "float" also appeared at the
Lobo-San Jose State football game Saturday
a_fternoon during the halftime ceremonies. Halftime also featured the presentation of the 1968
Homecoming queen and her two attendants.
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SCORPIO RISING {Anger)
MY HUSTLER (Warhol)
!HE 1WO MOSf SENSATIONAL FILMS THE
NEW AMERICAN CINEMA HAS PRODUCED.
!HEY Wll.L BE ARGUED ABOUT FOR YEARS.

SCORPIO RISING
by Kenneth Anger
~r the myth of the
Amerian MororcydisL The .m2Cbtne as mlnl totem,
(rom. mr to terror~ '"Thanatos in chro'!lt! and. bl~k
leather. Part 1 .. 8o)'S 21td Bobs (masculme !ascmatJon
with the Thing That Goa). Put II • l012g~ Maker
(&<:<~ing IUgh on h=>s). Part Ill - Walpurgu Parry
(q~·s Sabbath). Part IV- Rebel Rouser (a message
from Our Sponsor)" -K.A.

Scorp;o l&inz is a -"high" -view

MY HUSTLER
by Andy Warhol
MJI HMJtkr strn Paul America ~• the "hwtlcr", Ed a-·r<~
Hood as the -john". John MacDermott as the bodyguard
houseboy, Joseph Campbell as the ·:sugar PI'!"' Fai7"
and Dorothy Dean as the "hustlers future keeper
Filmed on the und5 of Fire lsland, the. 1i!m delvd into
the undawo<ld fringe E'OUP af funcnas own
s=W socid)' and dial-a-hustler service.

____;y~

Mendes Highlights Homecom ·!.~9,,

By JOBN MILOGLAV and SANDRA SCHAUER
Staff Writers
_The 44th annual UNM Homecoming was wrapped up Saturday night
With a co:rcert by Sergio Mendes and Brazil '66, followed by an Alumni
Homecommg dance.
Homecoming started Wednesday night with the crowning o'f Mary Sue
Gaines as 1968-69 queen by 1967 queen Mary McPherson. Other members
of the Homecoming Court were Carlene Kuchan, first runner-up, and Karen
Ewing, second runner-up.
Homecoming Queen Mary Sue Gaines arrived at the football stadium in a
helicopter. At half-time, she was presented to the audience in a crown
formed by the Lobo marching band.
The Navy Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) sword drill team
presented a display in close-order drill during half-time, and three floats
were driven around the field. Omega Psi Phi presented a rhythm drill, on
the sidelines.

Lobos Lose

The Lobos lost the Homecoming game against San Jose State, 55-24. (See
related story, page 6.)
Sigma Alpha Epsilmi won the sweepstakes award for house decorations.
Their entry was titled "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Lobo
Lair."
Lambda Chi Alpha received first place in the men's division with a display based on the movie "Doctor Dolittle." The Pikes won second in the
men's division, while Phi Delta Theta was third.
First place in the women's division went to Pi Beta Phi for their display

based on "Camelot." Second was Alpha Chi Omega with ..
Coming to Dinner?" Chi Omega received third place.
There were 25 houses on the tour.
Gwinn "Bub" Henry, director of the Alumni office, estimated that 500
alumni registered for the weeloond c.£ netiviti.<>e. "The total ta1utmtl) attend~mce may be down some, but the group as a whole attended mo1·e of
the activities offered," he said.
Henry added that approximately 150 persons attended the reception foJ;
classes of 1942, '43, and '44.
The first group to perform at the concert Saturday night was called the
Bossa Rio, coming from bossa nova and Rio de Janeiro. Foliowing them
was comedian Don Sherman.

Brazil '66

Sergio Mendes and Brazil '66 entered the arena, went onto the stage accompanied by cheers and applause, and played new songs and old favorites
until 10 :30. Unusual, and mulicolored lights accompanied much of their
performance.
Mter the concert, Sergio Mendes had a few comments for Lobo reporters.
"I love college audiences," he said. "They are the best." In regards to
forming the group, Mendes said "I was looking for sound. I started looking
for people and that was it." He also mentioned that there was only one
person besides himself left from the original group.
This is the first tour of the United States for Brazil '66, although many
of the performers have been here before. Mendes likes San Francisco the
best, and he said that his three years in the u.s. have given him more ora
chance to look around.

UNM Marching Band

Chaparrals
·:1
... ~
:

Lobo photo by DobLa!<er
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Starts TON.-.
cINEMA EAST

THEATRE

OPEN 7:35
·SHOWS 7:45 & 9•35
PHONE 298-7559

Drum Major Robert Nossett leads the UNM
marching band in the Homecoming parade. Part
of the band's performance nt the football game
on Saturday afternoon was the formation of a
crown to honor Homecoming Queen Mary Sue
Gaines.

UNM photo by Pete Kendall

Mary Sue Gaines, UNM's 1968-69 Homecoming queen, smiles for the
photographers and a 12,000 plus crowd at University Arena during
half-time of the UNM-San Jose State game. Miss Gaines was chosen
over 12 other coeds for the title in elections last Tuesday.

Lobo photo by Bob Lager

Pictured are five of the Chaparrals who rode
in a convertible in Saturday's Homecoming parade. They also performed at the game. Pictured
from left to right are Lauren Hall, Susan Hall,
Judy Nickerson, Susan llnlsbos, and Liska
Pepper.
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